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Bacteria on the Skin: New Insights on Our Invisible Companions
Study examines how skin-dwelling bacteria influence wound healing; findings could help
address chronic wounds, a common ailment in the elderly
SAN DIEGO (April 28, 2014) – We spend our lives covered head-to-toe in a thin veneer of bacteria. But
despite a growing appreciation for the valuable roles our resident microbes play in the digestive tract,
little is known about the bacteria that reside in and on our skin. A new study suggests the interplay
between our cells and these skin-dwelling microbes could influence how wounds heal.
“This study gives us a much better understanding of the types of bacterial species that are found in skin
wounds, how our cells might respond to the bacteria and how that interaction can affect healing,” said
Matthew Hardman, Ph.D., a senior research fellow at The University of Manchester Healing Foundation
Centre who led the project. “It’s our hope that these insights could help lead to better treatments to
promote wound healing that are based on sound biology.”
Chronic wounds—cuts or lesions that just never seem to heal—are a significant health problem,
particularly among elderly people. An estimated 1 in 20 elderly people live with a chronic wound, which
often results from diabetes, poor blood circulation or being confined to bed or a wheelchair.
“These wounds can literally persist for years, and we simply have no good treatments to help a chronic
wound heal,” said Hardman, who added that doctors currently have no reliable way to tell whether a
wound will heal or persist. “There’s a definite need for better ways to both predict how a wound is going
to heal and develop new treatments to promote healing.”
The trillions of bacteria that live on and in our bodies have attracted a great deal of scientific interest in
recent years. Findings from studies of microbes in the gut have made it clear that although some bacteria
cause disease, many other bacteria are highly beneficial for our health.
In their recent study, Hardman and his colleagues compared the skin bacteria from people with chronic
wounds that did or did not heal. The results showed markedly different bacterial communities, suggesting
there may be a bacterial “signature” of a wound that refuses to heal.
“Our data clearly support the idea that one could swab a wound, profile the bacteria that are there and
then be able to tell whether the wound is likely to heal quickly or persist, which could impact treatment
decisions,” said Hardman.

The team also conducted a series of studies in mice to shed light on the reasons why some wounds heal
while others do not. They found that mice lacking a single gene had a different array of skin microbiota—
including more harmful bacteria—and healed much more slowly than mice with a normal copy of the
gene.
The gene, which has been linked to Chrohn’s disease, is known to help cells recognize and respond to
bacteria. Hardman said the findings suggest that genetic factors influence the makeup of bacteria on a
person’s skin, which in turn influences how they heal.
“Presumably, the mice’s defect in the ability to identify bacteria means that they aren’t able to mount the
right type of response,” said Hardman. “Taken together, our studies in humans and mice offer good
evidence that the skin microbiome has a direct effect on how we heal.”
Much of the current research on chronic wounds focuses on improving antibiotic dressings to prevent
infection. Hardman says further insights into the roles of skin bacteria could help inform new treatment
approaches that protect against harmful bacteria without eliminating bacterial communities that may play
a beneficial role.
Matthew Hardman will present the findings during the Experimental Biology 2014 meeting on Monday,
April 28 from 3:00 – 3:30 p.m. at the Inflammation: At the Crossroads of Regeneration and Repair
symposium in Room 7B, San Diego Convention Center.
The study was supported by the Medical Research Council and the Healing Foundation.
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